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Introduction 

 In this article I will attempt to debunk one of the great “scientific” smoke and mirrors 

shows of the past half century—the claim that stories of reunited reared-apart (separated) MZ 

(monozygotic, identical) twin pairs show that genes play a major role in explaining behavioral 

differences and similarities among people. Many of these pairs were supplied to journalists by 

researchers of the “Minnesota Study of Twins Reared Apart” (MISTRA), a behavioral genetic 

study carried out between 1979 and 2000 by psychologists at the University of Minnesota. 

Stories about such pairs, which include the “Jim Twins,” the “Fireman Twins,” the “Giggle 

Twins,” the “Nazi and the Jew Pair,” and the “Necklace Twins” have been told and retold by 

researchers, journalists, textbook authors, and others since 1979.
1
   

 These stories, which are often used to sell the false ideology of genetic (biological) 

determinism, have entered the public imagination in a way that academic research results never 

could. As science writer and MISTRA critic John Horgan put it, “These tales of separated twins 

serve as a powerful rhetorical device, much more so than the statistical analyses and heritability 

figures.”
2 
 Here I will attempt to show that these stories provide no evidence at all that (as yet 

undiscovered) “genes for behavior” influence human behavioral development.   

 There are two main types of reared-apart MZ twin evidence: statistical and anecdotal. 

The statistical evidence, found mainly in academic publications, is based on psychological test 

score correlations (for example, IQ or personality) obtained from samples of reared-apart MZs 

and other types of twin pairs. Reared-apart MZs, who are said to share a 100% genetic similarity, 

are also known as “MZA” pairs, or “monozygotic twins reared apart.”
 
  

 In my recent book The Trouble with Twin Studies: A Reassessment of Twin Research in 

the Social and Behavioral Sciences, I showed that the statistical reared-apart twin studies such as 

the MISTRA contained many potentially invalidating problems and biases, and were based on 

several questionable or false assumptions. In the three studies performed prior to the MISTRA, 

the original researchers provided ample information showing that most pairs were reared 

together for many years, and/or lived nearby to each other and attended school together, and/or 

had ongoing contact and a close emotional bond.
3 

Most pairs, therefore, were only partially 

reared apart. (A summary of the statistical reared-apart twin study critique can be found here. A 

brief critique of reared-together twin study assumptions can be found here.) 

  Here I focus on the anecdotal evidence, which consists of stories written by journalists 

and twin researchers describing the “remarkable” or “astonishing” behavioral similarities of 

individual reared-apart MZ pairs. For the purposes of this article, the terms “reunited pair” and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioural_genetics
http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/Biological_determinism.aspx
http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/Biological_determinism.aspx
http://www.amazon.com/Trouble-Twin-Studies-Reassessment-Behavioral/dp/113869892X?ie=UTF8&keywords=the%20trouble%20with%20twin%20studies&qid=1464834779&ref_=sr_1_1&s=books&sr=1-1
http://www.madinamerica.com/2014/12/studies-reared-apart-separated-twins-facts-fallacies/
http://logosjournal.com/2015/joseph-twin-research/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anecdotal_evidence
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“reunited twins” refer to reared-apart MZ (MZA) pairs who were reunited as adults and were the 

subject of anecdotal reports.  

 

Cohort Effects 

 Suppose we read about a reunited pair said to share remarkable similarities. It is claimed 

that they share the same taste in food, the names of their children, similar job preferences, similar 

quirky habits, and so on. What should we conclude? Certainly, this story is interesting. But does 

it also provide information about genetic influences on human behavior? At first glance it 

appears that it would. After all, these are two people who grew up apart yet share a remarkable 

set of similarities. What else besides the genes they share could account for these similarities? A 

commentator cautioned, however, that in the “absence of an enormous amount of thought about 

twins, it is extremely easy to draw such erroneous conclusions.”
4 
 

 Thinking more about twins and their stories, we might ask some questions: How were 

these twins discovered? Who discovered them? Did the people who reported them have 

information about dissimilar pairs, which they were not reporting? Were their similarities really 

so unusual? Had the twins met before being studied? Did the twins have financial or other 

motivations for exaggerating their similarities and degree of separation? Did the investigators 

have financial, career, or other motivations for exaggerating twins’ similarities and degree of 

separation? Did the journalists reporting their story exaggerate their similarities and downplay 

their differences? Were the twins’ stories verified? And most importantly, did factors other than 

genetic identity contribute to, or explain entirely, their behavioral similarities?   

 The journalists and twin researchers reporting on these pairs usually downplay, or fail to 

mention entirely, the many non-genetic “cohort effects” that contribute to reunited pairs’ 

behavioral resemblance. Even in the extremely rare cases where MZA pairs were separated at 

birth and met each other for the first time when studied, they shared a common prenatal 

environment, were the same age and sex, and shared a striking physical resemblance. The cohort 

effect concept refers to similarities in age-matched people’s behavior, preferences, beliefs, 

physical condition, and other characteristics that are caused by experiencing stages of life at 

the same time in the same historical period and cultural milieu. In addition to sharing a common 

prenatal environment and experiencing similar postnatal healthcare, most reunited MZA pairs 

grew up sharing at least ten different behavior-molding cultural/environmental influences in 

common: national, regional, language, ethnic, religious, physical resemblance, adoptee status, 

economic class, birth cohort, and gender cohort. 

 

 Behavioral genetic researcher Thomas J. Bouchard, Jr. and his MISTRA colleagues 

recognized only two of these cultural/environmental influences: common age and common sex. 

According to Bouchard and a colleague, “For most psychological, physiological, and medical 

variables there are substantial age and sex effects.”
5 
Based only on these two factors, we would 
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expect two infants of the same age and sex (twins, or genetically unrelated pairs), who are placed 

into different families around the same time, to subsequently share many adult behavioral 

characteristics simply because they are the same sex and grow up in the same era.  

 Psychoanalyst Susan Farber, in her 1981 book Identical Twins Reared Apart: A 

Reanalysis, addressed the issue of cohort effects. In an observation about dental records that 

applies to behavioral characteristics as well, Farber wrote that reared-apart MZ pairs are “not so 

much similar to each other as they are similar to people of their eras and SES [socioeconomic 

status].”
6 
Permit me to paraphrase and emphasize this critical point: Behaviorally speaking, 

reunited twins are more similar to people of their era, culture, and socioeconomic status than 

they are to each other. What researchers and journalists believe are genetic effects are more 

likely cohort effects based on same-sex pairs growing up in similar (non-familial) 

environments at the same time. As behavioral geneticist Richard Rose once observed, “Were 

one to capitalize on cohort effects by sampling unrelated but age-matched pairs, born, say, over a 

half-century period, the observed similarities in interests, habits, and attitudes might, indeed, be 

‘astonishing.’”
7 
   

 To test this out, readers could identify a genetically unrelated person of the same sex, 

who is close in age and was reared in the same class and culture. Sit down with this person and 

list all of the things you have in common—likes, dislikes, hobbies, values, music and clothing 

preferences, beliefs, and so on. Look hard for similarities, since journalists and genetically 

oriented researchers do the same with twins. When you are finished, you might have a list as 

impressive as any you have seen attributed to reunited twins. Also be aware that, between you, it 

is easy to invent similarities, especially if there are incentives to do so. The influence of cohort 

effects may become more apparent after completing this task. 

 Evolutionary psychologist and former MISTRA twin researcher Nancy Segal is currently 

the U.S. media’s main “go-to” expert on twin research. In her 2012 book Born Together—

Reared Apart: The Landmark Minnesota Twin Study, Segal recognized the behavior-influencing 

effects of common age and sex: 

 “Two women, aged fifty-six years who were born in the 1950s would most likely have 

 been childhood readers of the Bobbsey Twins, teenage fans of the Beatles, and adult 

 users of calcium supplements to offset bone loss….If reading preferences, favorite songs, 

 and medical treatments are associated with age and sex, then it is important to control for 

 them.”
8 
 

Although Segal believed that she and her colleagues successfully controlled for age and sex 

effects in the statistical studies, “substantial” age and sex effects were prominent—and were not 

controlled for—in the anecdotal reports. 
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More Examples 

 Imagine that a male reunited pair is separated at birth and raised by different 

Pennsylvania Amish families. The Amish (population approximately 280,000) are traditionalist 

Christians known for simple living, plain dress, and a reluctance to adopt many conveniences of 

modern technology. If these twins meet each other for the first time at age 40, they would likely 

display many similarities in personality, IQ, behavior, religious beliefs, clothing, facial hair, and 

so on. This is because, although they grew up in different families and homes, they were raised 

in the same behavior-molding culture at the same time.
9 
   

 Taking the opposite approach, we could imagine a pair of separated-at-birth Arab-

American female reunited twins born in Berkeley, California.
10 

One twin is raised in a liberal 

non-religious Berkeley family, while the other is sent to Saudi Arabia and is raised there in a 

conservative Islamic Saudi Arabian family, and they have no contact with each other and do not 

know of each other’s existence. In Saudi Arabia, women experience “gender apartheid” in a 

strict Islamic society, are not allowed to interact with men much of the time, and are required to 

be covered in black from head to toe when in public. If these twins are reunited for the first time 

at age 40, how much would we expect them to have in common?
11 

   

 Similar physical appearance contributes to the behavioral similarity of reunited twins 

because, though “separated,” identical twins grow up receiving more similar behavior-

influencing treatment from their social environments simply because they share many physical 

characteristics in common. It is good common sense that factors such as facial features, skin 

color, weight, height, overall attractiveness, acne in adolescence, premature baldness, and so on 

lead to different types of treatment, which have an obvious influence on the development of 

behavior and “personality.”  

  

Minnesota-Supplied Reunited Pairs 

 Because the first major peer-reviewed statistical publications based on the Minnesota 

(MISTRA) twin samples did not appear until the 1988-1990 period,
 
the public’s knowledge of 

the MISTRA up to the late 1980s was based mainly on selected reunited pairs that the 

genetically-oriented Minnesota researchers chose to release.
12

 These pairs, and their supposed 

similarities, were “cherry picked” by the investigators and by journalists, a strategy defined by 

Wikipedia as “the act of pointing to individual cases or data that seem to confirm a particular 

position, while ignoring a significant portion of related cases or data that may contradict that 

position.” 

 These cherry-picked pairs became the subject of several books, and articles in leading 

U.S. publications such as National Geographic, Rolling Stone, The New York Times, Science, 

Scientific American, U.S. News and World Report, The Washington Post, and many other 

influential print and online sources. Bouchard’s conclusions that genetic factors largely 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cherry_picking
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2012/01/twins/miller-text
http://www.rollingstone.com/culture/news/a-new-study-of-twins-suggests-that-nature-as-much-as-nurture-determines-our-personalities-19871119
http://www2.sunysuffolk.edu/benharm/Exceptionality/Articles/nature%20vs%20nurture.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/lifestyle/magazine/1998/01/11/nature-and-nurture/3b4b7a8f-fe19-426e-9183-fd2e08cf672a/
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explained the behavioral similarities of these selected pairs were quoted liberally in these 

publications.  

 A major theme of these publications was that the researchers discovered, often to their 

astonishment, that genetic factors play an important role in most aspects of human behavior and 

abilities. For example, barely one year into the investigation, with no more than 15 MZA pairs 

and no published data, Bouchard was quoted in a 1980 magazine article as saying, “The genetic 

effect pervades the entire structure of personality. If someone had come to me with results like 

this I wouldn’t have believed him. I was aghast.”
13 

In another 1980 article, Science writer 

Constance Holden quoted Bouchard as saying, “I frankly expected far more differences [between 

twins] than we have found so far. I’m a psychologist, not a geneticist.”
14

 Another journalist 

wrote that Bouchard was “boggled by the unexpected discoveries,”
15 

while another quoted 

Bouchard as being “flabbergasted” by his findings. From a scientific perspective, however, it is 

irrelevant whether Bouchard was “aghast,” “boggled,” “flabbergasted,” or “astonished” by what 

he believed he had found, assuming that he actually was.  

 Popular writers usually portray the Minnesota and other twin researchers as objective 

scientists with little interest in the social and political implications of their findings. At the same 

time, these authors sometimes portray critics as politically motivated bad guys who employ 

faulty arguments against real scientists in the service of their “ideologies.” In fact, twin 

researchers in general, and the Minnesota researches in particular, believe strongly that genetic 

influences are important, and then interpret twin data in favor of genetics to promote this belief. 

In a 2009 interview published in Science, Bouchard discussed how he was won over to the 

behavioral genetic perspective and Arthur Jensen’s hereditarian theories of intelligence in the 

early 1970s, drawing student protests at the University of Minnesota for teaching Jensen’s 

views.
16 

  

 The social and behavioral sciences are unavoidably permeated with politics, even more 

so in fields such as behavioral genetics and psychiatric genetics, whose positions and “findings” 

bear directly on social and political policy decisions. As Horgan wrote, “the larger implication” 

of the Minnesota researchers’ conclusions was that “much of the social stratification found in the 

United States and elsewhere reflects genetic rather than environmental differences. Nurture 

doesn’t really matter. Genes rule.”
17 

In the process, science becomes a tool of genetic determinist 

ideology, and of the people and vested interest groups promoting the social and political policies 

that flow from it. 

Were Twins Really “Reared-Apart,” and Were Their Accounts Reliable? 

 Another key, yet often overlooked aspect of reunited twins’ stories is that reports of their 

quirky similarities, and the degree to which they were truly reared apart, were based on the 

assumption that the twins were telling the truth. The MISTRA was based on volunteer twins who 

responded to media reports or appeals, and therefore all pairs were aware of each other’s 

existence when studied. The MISTRA researchers published very little life-history information 

http://people.com/archive/two-ohio-strangers-find-theyre-twins-at-39-and-a-dream-to-psychologists-vol-11-no-18/
http://arthurjensen.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Lewontin-Jensen-Bulletin-of-the-Atomic-Scientists.pdf
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for the twins they studied, and then denied independent researchers access to their unpublished 

information and data.
18

 The information and data remain secret to this day. There is no published 

evidence that the MISTRA pairs often grew up in “vastly dissimilar circumstances,” as one 

author recently claimed,
19

 but there is much published evidence from the earlier reared-apart 

twin studies showing that most MZAs grew up in similar circumstances.
 
 

 

 For a number of reasons, it is unlikely that the Minnesota MZA pairs were any more 

“separated” than were the partially reared-apart pairs described in the earlier studies. In his 1981 

book Twins: An Investigation into the Strange Coincidences in the Lives of Separated Twins, 

MISTRA-friendly journalist Peter Watson described a MISTRA reunited pair born in 1925, and 

separated at age two-and-a-half, who “had been seeing each other more or less regularly since 

1946.”
20 

The story of another MISTRA reunited pair described by Watson is illuminating. 

Gladys Lloyd and Goldie Michael were 57-years-old when they arrived in Minneapolis circa 

1980:  

 

 “In 1964, Gladys was married to a businessman who, behind her back, also wanted her 

 twin as his mistress. He asked Goldie if he could buy a house for her, and a car, in return 

 for her secret favours….Gladys found out and divorced the man. Since then the 

 relationship between the sisters has been off and on. When they were both pregnant, they 

 were close. They were also so alike then that Gladys’s husband (another one) kissed 

 Goldie by mistake as he came into the house one day from the office.”
21  

 

 

According to the Minnesota researchers, Gladys and Goldie qualified as a pair of “reared-apart” 

identical twins. 

 

 British reared-apart twin researcher James Shields worried in his 1962 study that he and 

his colleagues risked being “taken in” not only by twins, but by their own pre-existing biases: “It 

could be objected that almost any pair of individuals will be alike in some odd way and that it is 

all too easy to pick on such coincidences and to exaggerate others so that the twin investigator is 

easily taken in.”
22 

Shields’ study was also based on volunteer pairs who responded to media 

reports or appeals. Danish reared-apart twin researcher Niels Juel-Nielsen recognized that twin 

researchers are “consciously or unconsciously, in a position to choose to emphasize similarities 

between the twins, and at the same to omit to register, or be inclined to belittle, the 

differences.”
23 

 

 

 Shields questioned the truthfulness and memories of the twins he studied. In a largely 

unknown, yet key passage from his 1962 book Monozygotic Twins Brought up Apart and 

Brought up Together, he wrote, 

 

“Twins themselves will take delight in relating stories of their buying ident ical presents 

and perhaps asking an aunt to hide them in the same place. Or they claim, perhaps, to 

have changed their hair styles at the same time and to have decided independently to have 

http://www.madinamerica.com/2016/06/reared-apart-twin-study-mythology-the-latest-contribution-part-1/
http://www.madinamerica.com/2016/06/reared-apart-twin-study-mythology-the-latest-contribution-part-1/
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their watches repaired before coming to London. They are said in many instances to 

come out with nearly the same remarks at the same time or to know what the other twin is 

thinking. Nearly all such stories have in common that they cannot be independently 

confirmed, and one sometimes suspects retrospective falsification of memory. Stories of 

twins falling ill at exactly the same time are not usually borne out by medical histories” 

(italics added).
24 

 

In this passage the author of one of the three pre-MISTRA reared-apart twin studies recalled that 

reunited twins told him many lies, or at least embellished stories that “cannot be independently 

confirmed.” As Shields delicately put it, many pairs suffered from “retrospective falsification of 

memory.” When twins told similar stories to the MISTRA team, they were (and continue to be) 

put forward by journalists, textbook authors, and the researchers themselves as examples of the 

powerful influence of genetics.  

 

 Juel-Nielsen, in a case history of one of the 12 MZA pairs he studied, noted the 

“proclivity of both twins to misrepresentation”—or in simple language, to lie about themselves.
25 

Shields and Juel-Nielsen attempted to verify many of the stories their twins told them. Did the 

MISTRA researchers, and the journalists sensationalizing the alleged similarities of the reunited 

twins they provided, attempt to do so as well?  

 

 Watson mentioned that British MISTRA reunited twins Daphne Goodship and Barbara 

Herbert (the “Giggle Twins”) “had told Bouchard the same lie,” and then broke into laughter 

about it. “We both said we wanted to be opera singers and neither of us can sing a note,” one of 

the twins confessed.
26  

As an earlier pair of commentators noted, this story “makes it clear that 

twins could and did lie about themselves to the investigators.”
27 

We know that Daphne and 

Barbara lied about wanting to become opera singers only because they decided to come clean 

about it. The number of lies invented by various other pairs remains unknown. 

 

 As in the earlier studies, in the MISTRA there were incentives for twins to exaggerate 

their degree of separation—or even to fake their separation—and to fabricate similarities 

between themselves.
28 

All travel and hotel expenses were paid by the study (plus an honorarium, 

and credit for lost wages) for twins and their spouses to come to Minneapolis for the week.
29 

According to Segal, “It became clear that having spouses, children, or friends travel with the 

twins provided an added incentive for the twins to participate.”
30 

Almost 50% of the MISTRA 

pairs came from overseas, adding the additional incentive of an all-expense-paid international 

vacation for many who could not have afforded one otherwise.
31 
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 Potential motivations for reunited pairs to present themselves to twin researchers as more 

separated and more behaviorally similar than they actually were included: 

 The possibility of selling their stories to the media or to movie studios   

 

 The desire to impress the researchers, and to not disappoint the researchers by 

showing behavioral differences 

 

 The desire to be the center of scientific attention and to feel important  

 

 The opportunity to enjoy a fully paid one-week vacation in Minneapolis for 

themselves and their spouses
 
 

 

 To feel that they had more of a bond with their co-twin  

 

 The belief that they should behave very similarly because they are identical twins 

The Jim Twins 

 Most reunited pairs came to the attention of researchers and journalists because of their 

similarities. Stories about similar twins are newsworthy because they are interesting and 

compelling; stories about dissimilar twins are not. The most celebrated were the “Jim Twins” of 

Ohio, first reported in 1979. Jim Lewis and Jim Springer were separated shortly after birth and 

were reunited at age 39. They were said to share an unlikely set of similarities, such as the names 

of their wives and children, career choices, and preferences for particular brands of beer and 

cigarettes. Bouchard invited Lewis and Springer to Minneapolis in 1979, and they became the 

first pair of MISTRA reared-apart twins.    

 A typical account of the Jim Twins is found in Peter Watson’s Twins: 

“Both had married a girl named Linda, divorced her, then married a second time, to a 

woman called Betty. Lewis had named his first son James Alan, Springer had called his 

son James Allan. Both had owned a dog as a boy, and named it Toy….Both spent their 

holidays at the same beach near St. Petersburg in Florida….Both drove there and back in 

the same kind of car, a Chevrolet. Both bit their fingernails—right down until there is 

nothing left….Both have basement workshops and work in wood, building frames and 

furniture. Both chain-smoke Salems….Both enjoy stock car racing and dislike 

baseball….Both scatter love notes around the house.”
32 

  

 Similar accounts of the Jim Twins and other pairs were widely disseminated in the 

decades that followed as evidence of the power of genetic influences, and their stories continue 

to be found in media reports and in numerous social and behavioral science textbooks. At Nancy 

Segal’s website, the page promoting her most recent book continues to highlight that the 

http://www.people.com/people/archive/article/0,,20073583,00.html
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/twin-brothers-separated-at-birth-reveal-striking-genetic-similarities/
https://books.google.com/books?id=avztel9pWGUC&pg=PA98&dq=psychology+textbook+jim+lewis+twins+myers&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj35ZSKudTKAhUQwWMKHQ36DtoQ6AEIMDAA#v=onepage&q=psychology%20textbook%20jim%20lewis%20twins%20myers&f=false
http://drnancysegaltwins.org/born-together-reared-apart
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“identical ‘Jim twins’ were raised in separate families and met for the first time at age thirty-

nine, only to discover that they both suffered tension headaches, bit their fingernails, smoked 

Salems, enjoyed woodworking, and vacationed on the same Florida beach.”  

 Like all such pairs, the Jim Twins came to the attention of journalists because of their 

reported similarities. We have seen that most pairs had incentives to invent similarities, and there 

is little doubt that some who had previously led uneventful lives enjoyed their celebrity status, 

which in some cases included nationally televised talk show appearances and having book 

chapters written about them. The Jim Twins appeared on The Tonight Show, and they and other 

reunited twins hired talent agents and sought book and movie deals.
33 

To the extent that their 

selectively reported similarities were real, they were the likely result of previously listed cohort 

influences, or were mere coincidences. As Bouchard recognized in relation to reunited pairs in 

general, some similarities “are surely coincidental—complete strangers at cocktail parties 

routinely discover ‘astonishing’ occurrences in their lives; imagine what they might find after 

fifty hours of filling out questionnaires.”
34 

 

Oskar and Jack 

 Another celebrated case that has been cited for decades in support of genetics was the 

reunited pair Oskar Stöhr and Jack Yufe. Oskar and Jack were born in Trinidad in 1933 to a 

“Jewish” father and a “German” mother. A few months after they were born, their parents 

separated. Jack remained in Trinidad with his father, while Oskar went to live with his mother in 

the Czech Sudetenland, which was incorporated into Germany from 1938 until the end of World 

War II. Oskar was raised a Catholic and Nazi, whereas Jack was raised Jewish in Trinidad and 

had lived on an Israeli kibbutz.
 
Although Oskar and Jack were described as leading “markedly 

different lives,”
 
a supposedly amazing set of similarities was discovered upon their arrival in 

Minneapolis. According to a 1980 report in Science, one of the world’s leading scientific 

journals,   

“Both were wearing wire-rimmed glasses and mustaches, both sported two-pocket shirts 

with epaulets. They shared idiosyncrasies galore: they like spicy foods and sweet 

liqueurs, are absentminded, have a habit of falling asleep in front of the television, think 

it’s funny to sneeze in a crowd of strangers, flush the toilet before using it, store rubber 

bands on their wrists.”
35 

 

Jack and Oskar had corresponded by mail in the early 1950s, and then met in Germany in 1954.
36 

 

Although their meeting did not go well, they remained in postal contact for the next 25 years.
37 

After their cases were reported in the press, they sold their life stories to a Hollywood movie 

producer.
38

 They had a clear financial interest in exaggerating (or inventing) their similarities, 

and underreporting previous contact. It is possible that they, in addition to other pairs, concocted 

and rehearsed many of their “spooky similarities” well in advance of their “reunion.” 

 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/the-explosive-science-of-genetics/article28462603/
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The Fireman Twins 

 Jerry Levey and Mark Newman, another widely reported MISTRA reunited pair, were 

New Jersey firefighters brought together after being identified by another firefighter: 

“Capt. Jim Tedesco looked across a crowded room at a firefighters convention and was 

startled at what he saw. There was Mark Newman, and that was impossible. He knew that 

Newman was back home in Paramus, N.J. But how many bald, 6-foot-6, 250-pound-plus 

New Jersey volunteer firemen are there who wear droopy mustaches, aviator-style 

sunglasses and a key ring on the belt on the right side?”
39  

 

In other words, Jerry and Mark were discovered because they were similar. Had they been 

dissimilar, it is unlikely that they would have been reunited. It is not “spooky” or “weird” that 

these twins were both firefighters, wore droopy mustaches, aviator glasses, and a key ring on the 

right side. On the contrary, they were discovered because they were both firefighters, wore 

droopy mustaches, aviator glasses, and a key ring on the right side. Had Jerry been a florist 

instead of a firefighter, Captain Tedesco would not have made his discovery.   

 Like other publicized pairs, we were told about what Jerry and Mark had in common, but 

little about what set them apart. For example, it was said that both men were bachelors, were 

attracted to similar women, and enjoyed hunting, fishing, going to the beach, John Wayne 

movies, pro wrestling, and Chinese food. However, because journalists and twin researchers 

highlight the similarities, we could reasonably assume that they were dissimilar for many other, 

unmentioned comparisons. What were Jerry and Mark’s taste in music, magazines, newspapers, 

or shoes? What were their favorite high school subjects, planets, animals, baseball players, or 

musical instruments? What were their choices of toilet paper, deodorant, toothpaste, motor oil, 

paint, or ice cream brand? The list is endless, but because readers were presented with selected 

similarities, they were led to believe that the twins were more alike than they really were.  

 

 Segal recognized that Jerry and Mark’s childhood homes “seem similar,” and both grew 

up in “lower middle class” New Jersey families at the same time.
40 

Both families raised their 

sons to be Jewish, and both had Bar Mitzvahs in 1967 at age 13. Segal even reproduced side-by-

side photographs of each separated twin at his respective Bar Mitzvah, apparently failing to 

realize that these photos support the critics’ argument that, despite being reared in different 

family homes, these and other reunited twins usually grow up experiencing similar behavior-

shaping environments.
41 

 

 

 Photographs are also used to create the impression/illusion of similarity. In Segal’s 1999 

book Entwined Lives, she reproduced a photograph of Jerry and Mark each holding a can of beer 

in his right hand, each curling his little finger under the can. Segal, who referred to this method 

of holding beer cans as the twins’ “signature quirk,” believed that “distinctive physical 

expressions co-occurring in identical twins reared apart suggest that genetic factors are 

involved.” As evidence, she captioned the photo, “Note that the twins’ little fingers support their 
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cans of beer,” and wrote that Jerry and Mark “held pinky fingers under cans of Budweiser long 

before they met.”
42 

 The twins’ lives were chronicled, and their beer can holding styles were 

highlighted, on several popular U.S. television programs.
43 

 

 In my 2004 book The Gene Illusion, I showed that the Minnesota researchers’ strong 

genetic biases influenced the way they interpreted their data, and pointed to their tendency to 

highlight behavioral similarities and downplay differences. Like most journalists, Segal ignored 

or dismissed non-genetic explanations for why these twins held their beer cans the same way in 

the photo. Some obvious possibilities include: 

 That Jerry and Mark took cues from each other before the photo was taken in order to 

appear more “twinlike” 

 

 That many people hold beer cans this way, which would mean that their similarity in 

this regard would not be so astonishing 

 

 That men hold cans in this manner more often than women 

 

 That New Jersey firefighters traditionally hold beer cans this way 

 

 That Jerry and Mark were asked by the photographer to hold their beer cans this way 

 

 That people growing up in their area and culture tend to hold beer cans this way 

(Jerry and Mark grew up only 65 miles apart) 

 

 The fact that Jerry and Mark were frequently photographed and filmed holding beer cans 

suggests that they intentionally reproduced their famous “signature quirk” in order to obtain 

more publicity for themselves, or possibly for other reasons such as those listed above. When 

photographers and reporters asked them to hold beer cans at the same time, they obviously chose 

to position their pinky fingers in the expected (or requested) position. 

 I concluded in The Gene Illusion that, although it was perhaps understandable that 

journalists would want to write about this photograph in terms of genetics, it was improper for 

Segal to provide a scientific seal of approval to such speculation. I pointed out that there is 

another photograph of Jerry and Mark showing only one twin curling his pinky under the can. 

This photo appeared in a 1987 article in U.S. News and World Report, and has been reproduced 

elsewhere.
44 

  

 In Born Together—Reared Apart, Segal continued to imply that Jerry and Mark’s shared 

“signature quirk” was influenced by their common genes.
45 

Segal was familiar with the U.S. 

News and World Report article, having referred to it in another context in her book.
46 

She also 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWjQN1dxN6U
http://www.algora.com/93/book/details.html
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suggested that a photograph of five other reunited pairs posing together for photographers with 

television host Lesley Stahl provided additional evidence that genes influence “hand and leg 

positions,” without mentioning that each pair was dressed alike.
47 

 

 Returning to Jerry and Mark, to the best of my knowledge there are only three possible 

places that one can position one’s pinky finger while holding a can of beer: pointing away from 

the can (an extremely unlikely pinky position for male New Jersey firefighters in the 1970s and 

1980s), on the side of the can, or under the can. I ask interested readers to take a quick break and 

test this for themselves with a nearby canned beverage, if one is available. 

Dan Sivolella and Michael Meredith 

 Readers familiar with reunited twin stories may be scratching their heads, wondering why 

they have never heard of this pair. Dan and Michael were discussed in Peter Watson’s 1981 

Twins, but have disappeared from the genre ever since.
48 

Perhaps this is because, as Watson 

noted, “these twins have very few characteristics in common.” The twins themselves believed 

“that they were no more alike than any other two people picked at random.” There would be, of 

course, no cute twin pair name, no Hollywood movie deals, no talent agents, no textbook photos, 

and no Tonight Show appearances for these twins.  

 Dan and Michael were 33-year-old Indiana twins who met at age 17, and so “had plenty 

of opportunity to meet and influence one another.” They even worked in the same factory, which 

lends additional support to the evidence I presented in The Trouble with Twin Studies that, like 

Gladys and Goldie, most pairs found in reared-apart twin studies were only partially reared apart. 

 Although this reunited pair was supplied to Watson by Bouchard, I am not aware of any 

subsequent TV host or author mentioning Dan and Michael—journalist, twin researcher, 

textbook author, or otherwise. The reasons are clear. From a journalistic perspective, the story 

isn’t interesting because there are few if any behavioral similarities to write about or to 

photograph. From the perspective of twin researchers and others attempting to promote genetic 

theories, the twins’ behavioral dissimilarity does not support their claims.  

 In general, this pair drives home the point that behaviorally similar reunited twins are 

widely reported in the media, whereas behaviorally dissimilar twins are not. I encourage readers 

to test this by first Googling “Dan Sivolella and Michael Meredith twins,” followed by Googling 

“Jim Lewis and Jim Springer twins” and “Oskar Stöhr and Jack Yufe twins,” and then comparing 

the results.  

 Although the sensational reporting of cherry-picked reunited pairs makes for entertaining 

reading, there is nothing scientific about it. Dan and Michael’s most “astonishing similarity” may 

have been that they did not seek notoriety or financial gain for themselves, and were completely 

honest about their differences. 

 

https://www.google.com/#safe=active&q=Dan+Sivolella+and+Michael+Meredith+twins
https://www.google.com/#safe=active&q=Jim+Lewis+and+Jim+Springer+twins
https://www.google.com/#safe=active&q=Oskar+St%C3%B6hr+and+Jack+Yufe+twins
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Astrology, Ghost Sightings, Psychic Surgery, and Reunited 
Twins 

 We have seen that for the first decade or so of the MISTRA, selected reunited twins 

provided by the researchers were the main information available to the public. In a 1987 article 

entitled “Bewitching Science,” philosophy professor Val Dusek described the selective and 

misleading reporting of these pairs. For Dusek, a striking aspect of the anecdotal reunited twin 

literature was “its similarity to the sort of evidence often offered as proof for astrology or 

parapsychology such as extrasensory perception (E.S.P.).”
49 

 

 Dusek wrote of “striking coincidences [that] are reported as supposed grounds for belief 

in the phenomenon itself.” Furthermore, he wrote, in the “literature about astrology and E.S.P., 

cases where forecasts came true or where [a] thought of a friend was immediately followed by a 

phone call from that friend are offered as evidence. The cases where forecasts failed or where a 

thought of someone is not followed by a phone call from that person are forgotten or left 

unmentioned.” Dusek concluded that the stories of reunited twins offered by Bouchard “must 

remain on par with tales about astrology and E.S.P.,” and “would seem more at home in the 

pages of the National Enquirer than in those of Science.” 

 In her 1982 book Twins: Nature’s Amazing Mystery, journalist Kay Cassill described the 

MISTRA reunited pair Keith Heitzman and Jake Hellback, who grew up near New Orleans:  

 

 “Although the mighty Mississippi divided these two physically, it could not separate their 

 parallel lives. The welder from one side and the pump mechanic from the other found that 

 they are both allergic to ragweed and dust. Both had done poorly in school. Both disliked 

 sports and had cut their gym classes whenever they could. They are both addicted to 

 candy. Their similarity of dress includes a penchant for wearing cowboy hats, which 

 matches their parallel interest in guns and hunting.”
50 

  

 

As Dusek pointed out, “Even if ‘the mighty Mississippi divided’ the twins, the fact that they both 

wear cowboy hats and like hunting is not that unusual for two [white] working-class men in the 

same region of Louisiana.” A similar point can be made about the Jim Twins, two working-class 

white males who grew up in the same region of Ohio at the same time. Dusek wrote that reunited 

twins “may wish to exaggerate similarities of behavior or wear identical dress to receive 

publicity and scientific approval for themselves.” Keith and Jake were filmed by a CBS 

television crew while in Minneapolis. Clearly enjoying their potentially lucrative celebrity status, 

Jake remarked, “Today CBS, tomorrow Johnny Carson [host of The Tonight Show].”
51 

    

 

 The potential problem of placing faith in testimonials, single case reports, and anecdotes 

was described by Robert T. Carroll in The Skeptic’s Dictionary. Carroll wrote that “testimonials 

and vivid anecdotes are one of the most popular and convincing forms of evidence presented for 

beliefs in the supernatural, paranormal, and pseudoscientific.” Carroll continued, “Testimonials 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Enquirer
http://skepdic.com/testimon.html
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and anecdotes in such matters are of little value in establishing the probability of the claims they 

are put forth to support.” Accounts of people’s encounters with angels, extraterrestrials, ghosts, 

miraculous dowsers, a Bigfoot, or psychic surgeons “are of little value in establishing the 

reasonableness of believing in such matters.”
52 

This is because these accounts are unreliable and 

biased: “They are of no more value than the televised accounts of satisfied customers of the latest 

weight loss program.”
53 

 

 The reference to television commercials is relevant to this discussion. When we see 

advertisements showing people celebrating the fact that they achieved significant weight loss 

from a new diet, few people, if they stopped to think about it, would say that the commercial 

depicted a random sample of people using the diet. They would realize that people marketing the 

diet chose to show, and pay, only people happy with their product. If 90% of the people on the 

diet did not lose weight, the commercial would show only the 10% who actually did lose weight. 

Why then, on the basis of a few pairs of selected twins, are people willing to believe that human 

behavior is largely “in the genes”? Most likely because many people still believe, quite 

mistakenly, that scientists and the mainstream media would not try to “sell” them something.  

 While it might sound strange to compare the tales of reunited twins to astrology and 

ghost sightings, there are parallels. These include the selective presentation of information by 

journalists seeking sensational stories, attempts by supporters of dubious claims to provide 

evidence in support of their positions, and the frequent inability to independently verify stories 

and information. According to Wikipedia over 50 English language “paranormal reality 

television series” have aired in the past 30 years, a fact that provides no evidence whatsoever that 

ghosts actually exist. 

 All this suggests that—insofar as they are put forward as scientific evidence in favor of 

genetic influences on human behavior—stories of reunited pairs belong in the pseudoscience 

category currently inhabited by Bigfoot tracking, ghost sightings, astrology, psychic surgery, and 

other such areas. As Dusek suggested, their stories are appropriate mainly for the tabloids and 

celebrity magazines we pass by in the supermarket checkout lane.  

  

Conclusions 

 Despite the lack of evidence, mainstream (corporate) media sources continue attempts to 

persuade us that behavioral differences are strongly influenced by genetics, and that psychiatric 

disorders are genetically based brain disorders. Mainstream authors usually quote the scientists 

and twin researchers who promote these ideas, while largely ignoring or dismissing the views 

and arguments of their critics. The decades-old failure to identify genes for psychiatric disorders, 

IQ, and behavior in general, in addition to the massive flaws, false assumptions, and invalid 

concepts underlying behavioral genetic research, has done little to change this situation.
54 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Paranormal_reality_television_series
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudoscience
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudoscience
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/06/15/health/15gene.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
https://www.madinamerica.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Statement-from-dsm-chair-david-kupfer-md.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160289613001712
http://www.madinamerica.com/2016/01/schizophrenia-and-genetics-a-closer-look-at-the-evidence/
http://logosjournal.com/2015/joseph-twin-research/
http://www.madinamerica.com/2015/06/are-dsm-psychiatric-disorders-heritable/
http://www.madinamerica.com/2015/06/are-dsm-psychiatric-disorders-heritable/
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 Reunited twins have provided the politically and economically powerful with a set of 

simple stories designed to hoodwink the public into accepting the genetic determinist point of 

view. According to philosophy professor Phil Gasper, the politically and economically powerful 

have two main objectives in this area. The first is to try “to convince us that the social order is a 

consequence of unchanging human biology, so that inequality and injustice cannot be 

eliminated.” The second is that “in the case of problems that are impossible to ignore, it tells us 

to look for the solution at the level of the individual and not at the level of social institutions. The 

problems lie not in the structure of society, but in some of the individuals who make up society. 

The solution is thus to change—or even eliminate—the individuals, not to challenge existing 

social structures.”
55 

  

 Richard Rose concluded in 1982 that the stories of reunited twins are “good show biz but 

uncertain science.”
56 

These “show biz” stories certainly are not science, and as such have no 

place in academic or pubic discussions of the causes of human behavior.
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